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1: Interactionist Theory of Language Acquisition and ESL
Interaction theory (IT) is an approach to questions about social cognition, or how one understands other people, that
focuses on bodily behaviors and environmental contexts rather than on mental processes.

Social interaction theory studies the ways that people engage with one another. Scholars from many
disciplines, including anthropology, sociology, psychology and linguistics, are interested in social interaction
and the patterns that can be found in such interactions. Observed patterns help social scientists develop
theories to describe and predict human behavior. Max Weber In the late s and early s, German sociologist Max
Weber rose to prominence as a social scientist. His theories on many topics are still widely referenced, and his
theories on social interaction formed the basis of the field. According to Weber, social behavior has two
components. The first is the action or the behavior itself. The second is the meaning that the actor attaches to
his or her behavior. That meaning, which Weber referred to as orientation, is how a person perceives his
behavior in relationship to other people. It is that knowledge of another who is affected that makes an action or
interaction social. Group Dynamics Another early contributor to social interaction theory was
German-American Kurt Lewin, who developed the concept of group dynamics. Lewin was concerned with the
interaction not just between individuals but between individuals and the groups that they belong to. The main
contribution of group dynamics to later theories is that human behavior results from the interaction between a
person and his or her environment. Lewin wrote this theory as a mathematical equation, making behavior
equal to the function of individuals and the environment. Symbolic Interactionism All languages consist of
arbitrary symbols. Symbolic interactionism is a set of theories that explore social interaction from a linguistic
perspective. In the first half of the s, American philosopher, sociologist and psychologist George Herbert
Mead and later his student, Herbert Blumer, developed this theory. Their main contribution is the idea that
humans interpret meanings through symbols. The theory holds that human behavior in general and speech in
particular does not have inherent meaning. Instead, humans interpret the behavior of others as a sort of
symbolic cipher to be decoded. Networks A network can be pictured as a web of interactions. The idea of
networks developed in the 20th century from the desire to study whole groups of people rather than just
individual interactions. Scholars who study networks try to map out connections between members of a group.
Connections can consist of conversation, written communication and any other type of information exchange
between people. Networks are generally fluid, meaning they change and evolve over time. Status The study of
status and power dynamics in human interactions is related to the study of networks. This field grew out of a
growing concern with social inequality in the s. Scholars began to examine not just the lines of communication
between group members, but the lines of power those communications created. They found that individuals
with the largest networks, who interacted with and gained information from the largest number of people,
were those with the highest status and the most power in the groups.
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Symbolic interaction theory, or symbolic interactionism, is one of the most important perspectives in the field of
sociology, providing a key theoretical foundation for much of the research conducted by sociologists.

Interactions[ edit ] Interactionism is micro-sociological and believes that meaning is produced through the
interactions of individuals. The social interaction is a face-to-face process consisting of actions, reactions, and
mutual adaptation between two or more individuals. It also includes animal interaction such as mating. The
interaction includes all language including body language and mannerisms. The goal of the social interaction
is to communicate with others. Erving Goffman underlines the importance of control in the interaction.
Interactionists want to understand each individual, and how they act within society. In extreme cases, they
would deny class as an issue, and would say that we cannot generalize that everyone from one social class
thinks in one way. Instead they believe everyone has different attitudes, values, culture and beliefs. Therefore,
it is the duty of the sociologist to carry out the study within society. They set out to gather qualitative data.
Rejection of Structuralist methods[ edit ] Interactionists reject statistical quantitative data, a method preferred
by structuralists. These methods include; experiments , structured interviews , questionnaires , non-participant
observation and secondary sources. They have a few basic criticisms, namely: Statistical data is not "valid".
Research is biased and therefore not objective. Whilst the sociologist would be distant, it is argued that a
hypothesis means the research is biased towards a pre-set conclusion Rosenhan experiment in This is again
rejected by Interactionists, who claim it is artificial , and also raises ethical issues to experiment on people.
Preferred Interactionist Methods[ edit ] Interactionists prefer several methods to contrast with Structuralist
methods, namely; unstructured interviews , covert participant observation , overt participant observation , and
analysing historical, public and personal documents by content analysis. Interactionist methods generally
reject the absolute need to provide statistics. Statistics allows cause and effect to be shown[ citation needed ],
as well as isolating variables so that relationships and trends can be distinguished over time. Instead,
interactionists want to "go deep" to explain society. This draws criticisms such as: Information and
sociological research cannot be compared or contrasted, hence we can never truly understand how society
changes. Data are not reliable. Despite these criticisms, interactionist methods do allow flexibility. The fact
that there is no hypothesis means that the sociologist is not rooted in attempting to prove dogma or theory.
Instead, researchers react to what they discover, not assuming anything about society. This is not entirely true.
There can be hypotheses for many studies using interactionist methods. The researcher may then be inclined to
observe certain events happening while ignoring the bigger picture. This will still bias the results, if such
studies are not well conducted. This is arguably why some theorists have turned to this method. Case studies[
edit ] Field experiments: Studied the treatment of mental health in California and got 8 normal researchers to
carry out the study at 12 hospitals. Critics say the method is unethical, and the vast majority of Interactionists
concur. John Howard Griffin , Michael Haralambos. Interactionist links to other theories[ edit ] Interactionism,
or the idea that individuals have more awareness, skill and power to change their own situation, links to
several other theories. Neo-Marxism Neo-Marxism is a loose term for various twentieth-century approaches
that amend or extend Marxism and Marxist theory , usually by incorporating elements from other intellectual
traditions, such as critical theory , psychoanalysis , or existentialism. This section is empty. You can help by
adding to it. December Pluralism[ edit ] Pluralism is the idea that the "public gets what the public wants. The
situation that exists is, according to the theory, a reflection of the norms, values and beliefs of the majority of
people. It fits with the idea of individual power, although interactionist sociologists may not accept the idea
that we are all labeled as "consumers".
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Theory of Interaction aims to provide a foundational framework for computation and interaction. It proposes four
fundamental principles that characterize the common features of all models of computation and interaction.

Interactionist Theory written by: This communication plays a part in how the baby learns to speak his or her
native language. Some argue that "nature" is entirely responsible for how a baby learns a language , while
others argue that "nurture" is responsible for how a baby picks up his or her mother tongue. Social
interactionists argue that the way a baby learns a language is both biological and social. Everyone loves to coo
at babies, and this "baby talk" is exposing the child to language, whether we realize it or not. Interactionists
believe that children are born with brains that predispose them to the ability to pick up languages as well as
with a desire to communicate. Some Interactionists even argue that babies and children cue their parents and
other adults into giving them the linguistic exposure they need to learn a language. The Interactionist Theory
posits that children can only learn language from someone who wants to communicate with them. Perhaps two
of the biggest names in the Interactionist Theory of language acquisition are Lev Vygotsky and Jerome
Bruner. He believed that all cultural development in children is visible in two stages. First, the child observes
the interaction between other people and then the behavior develops inside the child. This means that the child
first observes the adults around him communicating amongst themselves and then later develops the ability
himself to communicate. Vygotsky also theorized that a child learns best when interacting with those around
him to solve a problem. At first, the adult interacting with the child is responsible for leading the child, and
eventually, the child becomes more capable of problem solving on his own. This is true with language, as the
adult first talks at the child and eventually the child learns to respond in turn. The child moves from gurgling
to baby talk to more complete and correct sentences. Bruner, best known for his discovery learning theory,
believes that learners, whether they are adults or children, learn best when they discover knowledge for
themselves. He believes that students retain knowledge best when it is something they have discovered on
their own. Bruner argues that an adult and an infant have conversations despite the child being unable to
speak. The interaction between the two, such as games and non-verbal communication, build the structure of
language long before the child is able to communicate verbally. When faced with learning English as a second
language, the student is essentially an infant. They cannot communicate with the teacher except through
non-verbal communication. Therefore, it is up to the teacher to act as the adult in the infant-adult relationship.
He or she is responsible for leading all interaction at first, and as the student becomes more familiar with the
English language and able to communicate, the control of the interaction can be relinquished a bit and the
students can take more control of their own language learning. Also, if students are encouraged to experiment
with the language and learn that it is okay to make mistakes, they will be able to discover for themselves how
to combine words and phrases to form full sentences and dialogues.
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His theory of interaction essentially improves the current understanding of nature. If you comprehend this simple
all-penetrating theory, then you will become irrefutable highbrow hero in classrooms and cocktail parties.

What is a Real Distinction? Accordingly, a mode requires a substance to exist and not just the concurrence of
God. Being sphere shaped is a mode of an extended substance. For example, a sphere requires an object
extended in three dimensions in order to exist: But a substance can be understood to exist alone without
requiring any other creature to exist. For example, a stone can exist all by itself. That is, its existence is not
dependent upon the existence of minds or other bodies; and, a stone can exist without being any particular size
or shape. Whether or not they actually exist apart is another issue entirely. Why a Real Distinction? A question
one might ask is: For Descartes the payoff is twofold. This section investigates both of these motivating
factors. Descartes goes on to explain how, because of this, these people will not pursue moral virtue without
the prospect of an afterlife with rewards for virtue and punishments for vice. Hence, irreligious people will be
forced to believe in the prospect of an afterlife. He stops short of demonstrating that the soul is actually
immortal. Yet, even though the real distinction argument does not go this far, it does, according to Descartes,
provide a sufficient foundation for religion, since the hope for an afterlife now has a rational basis and is no
longer a mere article of faith. Notwithstanding this convoluted array of positions, Descartes understood one
thesis to stand at the heart of the entire tradition: For this reason, a brief look at how final causes were
supposed to work is in order. Descartes understood all scholastics to maintain that everything was thought to
have a final cause that is the ultimate end or goal for the sake of which the rest of the organism was organized.
For example, in the case of a bird, say, the swallow, the substantial form of swallowness was thought to
organize matter for the sake of being a swallow species of substance. Accordingly, any dispositions a swallow
might have, such as the disposition for making nests, would then also be explained by means of this ultimate
goal of being a swallow; that is, swallows are disposed for making nests for the sake of being a swallow
species of substance. This explanatory scheme was also thought to work for plants and inanimate natural
objects. But what makes it especially clear that my idea of gravity was taken largely from the idea I had of the
mind is the fact that I thought that gravity carried bodies toward the centre of the earth as if it had some
knowledge of the centre within itself AT VII On this pre-Newtonian account, a characteristic goal of all
bodies was to reach its proper place, namely, the center of the earth. But, how can a stone know anything?
Surely only minds can have knowledge. Yet, since stones are inanimate bodies without minds, it follows that
they cannot know anything at allâ€”let alone anything about the center of the earth. Descartes continues on to
make the following point: But later on I made the observations which led me to make a careful distinction
between the idea of the mind and the ideas of body and corporeal motion; and I found that all those other ideas
of. Here, Descartes is claiming that the concept of a substantial form as part of the entirely physical world
stems from a confusion of the ideas of mind and body. This confusion led people to mistakenly ascribe mental
properties like knowledge to entirely non-mental things like stones, plants, and, yes, even non-human animals.
The real distinction of mind and body can then also be used to alleviate this confusion and its resultant
mistakes by showing that bodies exist and move as they do without mentality, and as such principles of mental
causation such as goals, purposes that is, final causes , and knowledge have no role to play in the explanation
of physical phenomena. So the real distinction of mind and body also serves the more scientifically oriented
end of eliminating any element of mentality from the idea of body. In this way, a clear understanding of the
geometrical nature of bodies can be achieved and better explanations obtained. The Real Distinction Argument
Descartes formulates this argument in many different ways, which has led many scholars to believe there are
several different real distinction arguments. However, it is more accurate to consider these formulations as
different versions of one and the same argument. The fundamental premise of each is identical: I have a clear
and distinct idea of the mind as a thinking, non-extended thing. I have a clear and distinct idea of body as an
extended, non-thinking thing. Therefore, the mind is really distinct from the body and can exist without it. At
first glance it may seem that, without justification, Descartes is bluntly asserting that he conceives of mind and
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body as two completely different things, and that from his conception, he is inferring that he or any mind can
exist without the body. But this is no blunt, unjustified assertion. Much more is at work here: Here he likens a
clear intellectual perception to a clear visual perception. So, just as someone might have a sharply focused
visual perception of something, an idea is clear when it is in sharp intellectual focus. Moreover, an idea is
distinct when, in addition to being clear, all other ideas not belonging to it are completely excluded from it.
Hence, Descartes is claiming in both premises that his idea of the mind and his idea of the body exclude all
other ideas that do not belong to them, including each other, and all that remains is what can be clearly
understood of each. As a result, he clearly and distinctly understands the mind all by itself, separately from the
body, and the body all by itself, separately from the mind. According to Descartes, his ability to clearly and
distinctly understand them separately from one another implies that each can exist alone without the other.
Possible or contingent existence is contained in the concept of a limited thing Descartes, then, clearly and
distinctly perceives the mind as possibly existing all by itself, and the body as possibly existing all by itself.
Given the existence of so many non-thinking bodies like stones, there is no question that bodies can exist
without minds. So, even if he could be mistaken about what he clearly and distinctly understands, there is
other evidence in support of premise 2. But can minds exist without bodies? Can thinking occur without a
brain? This veridical guarantee is based on the theses that God exists and that he cannot be a deceiver. These
arguments, though very interesting, are numerous and complex, and so they will not be discussed here.
Moreover, Descartes claims that he cannot help but believe clear and distinct ideas to be true. However, if God
put a clear and distinct idea in him that was false, then he could not help but believe a falsehood to be true and,
to make matters worse, he would never be able to discover the mistake. Since God would be the author of this
false clear and distinct idea, he would be the source of the error and would, therefore, be a deceiver, which
must be false. However, if it turns out that God does not exist or that he can be a deceiver, then all bets are off.
There would then no longer be any veridical guarantee of what is clearly and distinctly understood and, as a
result, the first premise could be false. Consequently, premise 1 would not bar the possibility of minds
requiring brains to exist and, therefore, this premise would not be absolutely certain as Descartes supposed.
Notice that mind and body are defined as complete opposites. This means that the ideas of mind and body
represent two natures that have absolutely nothing in common. And, it is this complete diversity that
establishes the possibility of their independent existence. To answer this question, recall that every idea of
limited or finite things contains the idea of possible or contingent existence, and so Descartes is conceiving
mind and body as possibly existing all by themselves without any other creature. Since there is no doubt about
this possibility for Descartes and given the fact that God is all powerful, it follows that God could bring into
existence a mind without a body and vice versa just as Descartes clearly and distinctly understands them. For
when I consider the mind, or myself in so far as I am merely a thinking thing, I am unable to distinguish any
parts within myself; I understand myself to be something quite single and completeâ€¦. By contrast, there is no
corporeal or extended thing that I can think of which in my thought I cannot easily divide into parts; and this
very fact makes me understand that it is divisible. This one argument would be enough to show me that the
mind is completely different from the bodyâ€¦. I understand the mind to be indivisible by its very nature. I
understand body to be divisible by its very nature. Therefore, the mind is completely different from the body.
Notice the conclusion that mind and body are really distinct is not explicitly stated but can be inferred from 3.
What is interesting about this formulation is how Descartes reaches his conclusion. He does not assert a clear
and distinct understanding of these two natures as completely different but instead makes his point based on a
particular property of each. So, here Descartes is arguing that a property of what it is to be a body, or extended
thing, is to be divisible, while a property of what it is to be a mind or thinking thing is to be indivisible. First, it
is easy to see that bodies are divisible. Just take any body, say a pencil or a piece of paper, and break it or cut
it in half. Now you have two bodies instead of one. Second, based on this line of reasoning, it is easy to see
why Descartes believed his nature or mind to be indivisible: Therefore, the body is essentially divisible and
the mind is essentially indivisible: Here it should be noted that a difference in just any non-essential property
would have only shown that mind and body are not exactly the same. For two things could have the same
nature, for example, extension, but have other, changeable properties or modes distinguishing them. Hence,
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these two things would be different in some respect, for example, in shape, but not completely different, since
both would still be extended kinds of things. Consequently, Descartes needs their complete diversity to claim
that he has completely independent conceptions of each and, in turn, that mind and body can exist
independently of one another. Descartes can reach this stronger conclusion because these essential properties
are contradictories. On the one hand, Descartes argues that the mind is indivisible because he cannot perceive
himself as having any parts. On the other hand, the body is divisible because he cannot think of a body except
as having parts. Hence, if mind and body had the same nature, it would be a nature both with and without
parts. Yet such a thing is unintelligible: Notice that, as with the first version, mind and body are here being
defined as opposites. This implies that divisible body can be understood without indivisible mind and vice
versa. Accordingly each can be understood as existing all by itself: However, unlike the first version,
Descartes does not invoke the doctrine of clear and distinct ideas to justify his premises. But if removed from
this apparatus, it is possible that Descartes is mistaken about the indivisibility of the mind, because the
possibility of the mind requiring a brain to exist would still be viable. This would mean that, since extension is
part of the nature of mind, it would, being an extended thing, be composed of parts and, therefore, it would be
divisible. As a result, Descartes could not legitimately reach the conclusion that mind and body are completely
different.
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A Theory of Social Interactions Gary S. Becker University of Chicago and National Bureau of Economic Research This
essay uses simple tools of economic theory to analyze interactions.

About the Model Psychologist Bruce Tuckman first came up with the memorable phrase "forming, storming,
norming, and performing" in his article, " Developmental Sequence in Small Groups. Later, he added a fifth
stage, "adjourning" which is sometimes known as "mourning". Forming In this stage, most team members are
positive and polite. Others are simply excited about the task ahead. This stage can last for some time, as
people start to work together, and as they make an effort to get to know their new colleagues. Storming Next,
the team moves into the storming phase, where people start to push against the boundaries established in the
forming stage. This is the stage where many teams fail. People may work in different ways for all sorts of
reasons but, if differing working styles cause unforeseen problems, they may become frustrated. Storming can
also happen in other situations. For example, team members may challenge your authority, or jockey for
position as their roles are clarified. Norming Gradually, the team moves into the norming stage. Now that your
team members know one another better, they may socialize together, and they are able to ask one another for
help and provide constructive feedback. People develop a stronger commitment to the team goal, and you start
to see good progress towards it. There is often a prolonged overlap between storming and norming, because,
as new tasks come up, the team may lapse back into behavior from the storming stage. The structures and
processes that you have set up support this well. As leader, you can delegate much of your work, and you can
concentrate on developing team members. Adjourning Many teams will reach this stage eventually. For
example, project teams exist for only a fixed period, and even permanent teams may be disbanded through
organizational restructuring. Team members who like routine, or who have developed close working
relationships with colleagues, may find this stage difficult, particularly if their future now looks uncertain.
Finding This Article Useful?
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THEORY "Symbolic Interactionism is the way we learn to interpret and give meaning to the world through our
interactions with others."- Scott Plunkett. The symbolic interactionism analysis society by the descriptive meanings that
people have given to objects, events and behaviors.

King states that the goal of a nurse is to help individuals to maintain their health so they can function in their
roles. This is also the basic assumption of the nursing process. It also represents a life situation in which a
person enters the situation as an active participant. Each is changed in the process of these experiences. Major
Concepts and Subconcepts Nursing Nursing is a process of action, reaction, and interaction whereby nurse and
client share information about their perceptions in the nursing situation. The nurse and client share specific
goals, problems, and concerns and explore means to achieve a goal. Individual Individuals are social beings
who are rational and sentient. Humans communicate their thoughts, actions, customs, and beliefs through
language. Persons exhibit common characteristics such as the ability to perceive, to think, to feel, to choose
between alternative courses of action, to set goals, to select the means to achieve goals, and to make decisions.
Environment Environment is the background for human interactions. It is both external to, and internal to, the
individual. Action Action is defined as a sequence of behaviors involving mental and physical action. The
sequence is first mental action to recognize the presenting conditions; then physical action to begin activities
related to those conditions; and finally, mental action in an effort to exert control over the situation, combined
with physical action seeking to achieve goals. Reaction Reaction is not specifically defined but might be
considered to be included in the sequence of behaviors described in action. These are the personal system, the
interpersonal system, and the social system. Each system is given different concepts. The concepts for the
personal system are: The concepts for the interpersonal system are: The concepts for the social system are:
Personal Systems Each individual is a personal system. King designated an example of a personal system as a
patient or a nurse. King specified the concepts of body image, growth and development, perception, self,
space, and time in order to comprehend human beings as persons. The self includes, among other things, a
system of ideas, attitudes, values, and commitments. It is a distinctive center of experience and significance.
The self is the individual as known to the individual. Interpersonal Systems These are formed by human
beings interacting. Two interacting individuals form a dyad; three form a triad, and four or more form small or
large groups. As the number of interacting individuals increases, so does the complexity of the interactions.
Understanding the interpersonal system requires the concepts of communication, interaction, role, stress, and
transaction. Interactions are defined as the observable behaviors of two or more individuals in mutual
presence. The characteristics of role include reciprocity in that a person may be a giver at one time and a taker
at another time, with a relationship between two or more individuals who are functioning in two or more roles
that learned, social, complex, and situational. Social Systems A more comprehensive interacting system
consists of groups that make up society, referred to as the social system. Religious, educational, and health
care systems are examples of social systems. Within a social system, the concepts of authority, decision
making, organization, power, and status guide system understanding. Power is the capacity to use resources in
organizations to achieve goalsâ€¦ is the process whereby one or more persons influence other persons in a
situationâ€¦ is the capacity or ability of a person or a group to achieve goalsâ€¦ occurs in all aspects of life and
each person has potential power determined by individual resources and the environmental forces
encountered. Power is social force that organizes and maintains society. Power is the ability to use and to
mobilize resources to achieve goals. King added control as a subconcept in the social system but did not
further define the concept. Her theory deals with a nurse-client dyad, a relationship to which each person
brings personal perceptions of self, role, and personal levels of growth and development. The nurse and client
communicate, first in interaction and then in transaction, to attain mutually set goals. The relationship takes
place in space identified by their behaviors and occurs in forward-moving time. A model of transaction.
Transaction Transaction is a process of interactions in which human beings communicate with the
environment to achieve goals that are valued; transactions are goal-directed human behaviors. Space includes
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that physical area called territory. Space is defined by the behaviors of those individuals who occupy it Theory
of Goal Attainment and The Nursing Process King gives emphasis about the nursing process in her model of
nursing. The steps of the nursing process are: The theory explains that assessment takes place during
interaction. The nurse uses his or her special knowledge and skills while the patient delivers knowledge of him
or her self, as well as the perception of problems of concern to the interaction. During this phase, the nurse
gathers data about the patient including his or her growth and development, the perception of self, and current
health status. Perception is the base for the collection and interpretation of data. Communication is required to
verify the accuracy of the perception, as well as for interaction and translation. The next phase is the nursing
diagnosis. This phase is developed using the data collected in the assessment. In the process of attaining goals,
the nurse identifies problems, concerns, and disturbances about which the patient is seeking help. The
planning phase arises after the diagnosis. The nurse and other health care team members create a care plan of
interventions to solve the problems identified. This phase is represented by setting goals and making decisions
about the means to achieve those goals. The actual activities done to achieve the goals make up the
implementation phase of the nursing process. Whereas in this model of nursing, it is the continuation of
transaction. Finally, in the evaluation phase, the nurse evaluates the patient to determine whether or not the
goals were achieved. Evaluation involves determining whether or not goals were achieved. In the healthcare
field, the final goal in the nurse-patient relationship is to help the patient achieve his or her goals for getting
healthy. The theory of goal attainment also does describe a logical sequence of events. For most parts,
concepts are concretely defined and illustrated. Weaknesses Theory of Goal Attainment has been criticized for
having limited application in areas of nursing in which patients are unable to interact competently with the
nurse. King maintained the broad use of the theory in most nursing situations. Another limitation relates to the
lack of development of application of the theory in providing nursing care to groups, families, or communities.
Conclusion King contributed to the advancement of nursing knowledge through the development of her
conceptual system and middle-range Theory of Goal Attainment. By focusing on the attainment of goals, or
outcomes, by nurse-patient partnerships, King provided a conceptual system and middle-range theory that has
demonstrated its usefulness to nurses. Nursing theorists and their work, seventh edition. Contemporary
American leaders in nursing:
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In sociology, interactionism is a theoretical perspective that derives social processes (such as conflict, cooperation,
identity formation) from human interaction. It is the study of how individuals shape society and are shaped by society
through meaning that arises in interactions.

Other work in developmental psychology by Daniel Stern psychologist , Andrew N. Meltzoff , Peter Hobson ,
Vasu Reddy, and others, provides important evidence for the role of interaction in social cognition. Similar
insights can be found earlier in the work of the phenomenologists, like Max Scheler and Maurice
Merleau-Ponty. IT has also motivated a rethinking in the methods for studying social cognition in
neuroscience. Important cues for understanding others are provided by their facial expressions, bodily posture
and movements, gestures, actions, and in processes of neonate imitation, proto-conversations, gaze following
and affective attunement. What we might reflectively or abstractly call their belief or desire is expressed
directly in their actions and behaviors. Gallagher [8] [9] argues that most of what we need for our
understanding of others is based on our interactions and perceptions, and that very little mindreading occurs or
is required in our day-to-day interactions. Mental states like intentions and emotions are therefore not hidden
away from view, they are, IT claims, in fact, and at least in part, bodily states that are apparent in the action
movements that constitute them. For example, as phenomenologists from Max Scheler to Dan Zahavi point
out, upon seeing an angry face an observer does not first see a face that is contorted into a scowl and then infer
that the target is angry. The anger is immediately apparent on the face of the other. The overwhelming
majority of interactions in our daily lives are face-to-face so it makes sense that our primary way of
understanding one another is from a second-person perspective rather than from the detached, theoretical,
third-person perspective described by TT and ST. Narrative competency[ edit ] In addition to primary and
secondary intersubjectivity, and the contributing dynamics of interaction itself to the social cognitive process,
[11] IT proposes that more nuanced and sophisticated understandings of others are based, not primarily on folk
psychological theory or the use of simulation, but on the implicit and explicit uses of narrative. These,
combined with personal narratives, provide the background knowledge that allows us to implicitly frame the
actions of others in understandable narratives, providing a fallible and revisable sense of what the other is up
to. Mindreading as social expertise. The practice of mind: Theory, simulation, or primary interaction? Journal
of Consciousness Studies, 8 5â€”7: Communication and cooperation in early infancy: A description of
primary intersubjectivity. Toward a second-person neuroscience. Behavioral and Brain Sciences 36 4:
Understanding others through Primary Interaction and Narrative Practice. Itkonen, The Shared Mind:
Perspectives on Intersubjectivity pp. Confidence, confiding and acts of meaning in the first year. The
Emergence of Language pp. How the Body Shapes the Mind. Direct perception in the intersubjective context.
Consciousness and Cognition Can social interaction constitute social cognition? Understanding others
through primary interaction and narrative practice. The Sociocultural Basis of Understanding Reasons.
8: Forming, Storming, Norming, and Performing - From www.enganchecubano.com
Symbolic interactionism is a set of theories that explore social interaction from a linguistic perspective. In the first half of
the s, American philosopher, sociologist and psychologist George Herbert Mead and later his student, Herbert Blumer,
developed this theory.

9: Interactionism - Wikipedia
The symbolic interaction perspective, also called symbolic interactionism, is a major framework of sociological theory.
This perspective relies on the symbolic meaning that people develop and rely upon in the process of social interaction.
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